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Social Media Report- 2020 

Luton Scouts operate over 4 Social Media platforms, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube. The 

target audiences, and actual audiences vary from platform to platform as do their successes.  

Facebook 

The Luton Scouts Facebook group is by far the most frequently used of all the platforms. At the time 

this is being written (13/11/20), Facebook has recorded 805 Posts, Comments and Reactions (likes) 

in the last 28 days. Again, as of writing, there are 754 members in the group. Just short of 60% of 

those viewing the group are Women and just over 40% are men. 94% of members in the group are 

UK based. 43 countries are represented in our Facebook Group, the majority of course being from 

the UK. 79% of those from the UK are from Luton. 15% of the group are from other places in the UK. 

The remaining 6% are all from differing countries outside the UK. There is a small admin team 

behind the running of our Facebook group. They consist of; Gerald Law, Helen Halsey, Helen Mann 

Moreni and Stephen Avis. Jen Avis and Trevor Sharp remain moderators on the page from Lockdown 

activities that they helped run using the page. Trevor Sharp does not approve anything posted 

however there are occasional contributions from Jen Avis in terms of approving posts. Facebook has 

a strong team behind its successful running and is definitely something to be proud of.  

YouTube 

YouTube is infrequently used by the team. At present, there are four videos on the channel. They 

are; Our Live St Georges Broadcast (uploaded to be watched back later), our interview with Annita 

Clarke, the Falkes District Campfire Livestream (again, uploaded to be later watched back) and St 

Joseph’s Pass the Necker video. Between these videos, we have accumulated 327 views and 24 

subscribers. Unfortunately, the demographics of the channel can not be obtained as you need 1000 

subscribers minimum to be able to view your channel analytics. At present, Stephen Avis manages 

the channel and uploads videos as and when they are sent in/ produced. Trevor Sharp also has 

access to the channel. The idea behind the channel is to upload as and when, rather than 

consistently. It will act as an archive rather than a tool to reach out with.  

Twitter 

Twitters audience is at present very small but is ever growing we currently sit at 52 followers. In the 

past our Twitter account has been very inactive however, more recently, it has been developed. At 

present, the content that mostly goes on there is others that is shared or ‘Retweeted’. There is 

limited original content on the page and this needs to be developed upon. We do have the 

permissions to share content from Facebook to Twitter, it just needs to be done. At present, Gerald 

Law and Stephen Avis have access to the account. Public’s ‘contributions’ are limited however; the 

opportunity isn’t often given for them to engage. The page is a work in progress and is certainly 

getting there although an admin team, similar to that of what we see on Facebook could be very 

useful and beneficial going forward. 

Instagram 
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During the pandemic, Instagram has hit a period of inactivity. In my personal opinion, I think a 

review of how the account is ran is needed, more on that later. The account is followed by 232 

people about 15 of which regularly engage. The account is most frequently viewed by 18-34-year 

olds so follows a younger demographic. 69% of our following come from the UK. 56% of our 

followers are men and the remaining 44% are women, according to Instagram analytics. Stephen 

Avis and Emily Baker, as members of the Luton Media team, oversee the page. YSP’s contribute to 

the posting, namely Logan Faraday and Abigail Wright. Posts are made infrequently at present for 

various reasons. And I believe a review of how the account is run and who can access it is needed. 

Currently, the idea behind the page is that it is unique and Youth Shaped. This was observed in the 

fact that YSP’s posted (with the permission of myself or Emily) their groups activities to the page and 

there only. For me, there are two present problems: 1) Who has access to the page and 2) How the 

page is posted to. Currently, six people have access to the page. Myself, Emily and four YSP’s. 

Granted, there haven’t been any problems or indecent activity from them but having under 18’s 

responsible on the page when we can’t control what they could get up to presents possible issues. 

Of course, this is not to say I don’t trust them, I just see some potential issues and risks considering 

it’s the towns and others name on the line. I could be being over cautious here however I believe 

this to be something that could do with reviewing. The second problem being how the page is filled. 

At present, the ‘ethos’ is that the YSP’s post their activities and these posts remain exclusive to the 

Instagram page. With so much great content going onto the Facebook page it seems a waste and a 

massive shame to not branch out and utilise Instagram, which is designed for the youth, as best we 

can. So much is missed out on at present.    

 

Stephen Avis  

(Luton Media Team) 


